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Manage and Move Applicants Through the Workflow
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Applicant Managers are the only user group permitted to move applicants through the different workflow 

states. 

The individuals who have the Applicant Manager user group access are typically the search chair and/or 

the search support staff member. 

Below is a simplified flow chart of the search process in the TMS.



Applicant Workflow State Definitions
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All applicant workflow states are categorized as active or inactive.

• Active states are for applicants who could still progress in the search process to be
Not Selected

hired for the position.

• Inactive states are for applicants who are not moving forward in the search process. T
I
V
E
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Applicant Workflow State Definitions
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Note: This document is a helpful resource that lists 

every workflow state and its definition within the 

system. This document can be found here: 

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2017/05/AP

-Applicant-Workflow-State-Definitions.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2017/05/AP-Applicant-Workflow-State-Definitions.pdf


This applicant was a top scoring applicant based on the rating sheet. They received an 
unanimous 'Yes' from the committee. 
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To start…

This training guide will provide a general overview of the search process as viewed through the Applicant 

Manger’s perspective. The following pages explain the most common movements preformed by the 

Applicant Manager: Moving unsuccessful applicants into an ‘Inactive’ (Not Selected) workflow states, 
Not Selected

moving applicants into ‘Hold’ workflow states, moving applications forward for interviews, and moving the 

candidate you wish to hire into final review and approval.  

The training guide begins with the posting having just closed, the committee has screened for minimum 

qualifications, and the Applicant Manager is logging into the TMS to begin moving applicants into various 

workflow states…

T
I
V
E



Log into the System as an Applicant Manager
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1. Select the Applicant Tracking module by clicking the 

three dots in the top-left corner of the screen. 

2. Select Applicant Manager from 

the User Group drop-down menu. 



Locate the Posting
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1. Select the posting for which you wish to view 

the applicants by clicking on its working title. 

Shortcut: Hover over the Actions button and 

select ‘View Applicants’ to be taken directly 

to the Applicants tab within the posting. 

Note: You can search for the posting by entering 

the Posting Number into the main search bar. 



Posting - Applicants Tab
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1. If you clicked on the Working Title, you will 

be taken to the Summary tab of the posting. To 

view your applicants, select the Applicants tab. 



Applicants Tab – Initial Review, Active Applicants 
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Note: When you first navigate into the Applicants tab, only applicants in ‘Active’ 

workflow state will appear. ‘Active Applicants’ are those who could still progress 

through the search process.

In the beginning stages of the search, most applicants will appear in the active 

‘Under Review by Dept/Committee’ workflow state. 

Note: The blue circle with a number in the middle is 

the number of ‘Active Applicants’ for this search.



Applicants Tab – Inactive Applicants 
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Note: If disqualifying supplemental questions were used in the posting, then your applicant pool 

may already contain some ‘Inactive’ applicants. These individuals ‘self-disqualified’ from the 

search by selecting a ‘disqualifying’ answer to the supplemental questions when applying. 

1. To view inactive applicants, 

click the More Search Options 

button then select Inactive from 

the ‘Active/Inactive’ field, then 

click Search. 

Note: There are currently three inactive 

applicants for this posting. All three self-

disqualified which can be determined 

based on their current workflow state. 

When an applicant self-disqualifies from a 

search they are automatically moved into 

the inactive workflow state ‘System 

Determined Did Not Meet Min Quals’.  



Step one: Move the applicants who did not meet the minimum 

qualifications into ‘Determined Did Not Meet Min Quals’
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1. Hannah, Colin, Viktor and 

Lavender did not meet the 

required (minimum) job 

qualification for this position. To 

bulk move (transition) these 

applicants into the ‘Determined 

Did Not Meet Min Quals’ 

workflow state, check the box 

next to each applicant’s name.

2. Next, hover over the orange 

Actions button and select ‘Move in 

Workflow’ from the drop-down menu.

Note: Once back to the Active applicants, and after the committee has completed 

their initial applicant screening for minimum qualifications, the Applicant Manager 

will go into the applicant pool and move those who did not meet the minimum 

qualifications into the inactive ‘Determined Did Not Meet Min Quals’ workflow state. 

Note: If the ‘Bulk: Move in Workflow’ option is 

missing, please see our training guide on how to 

get this option back, located here: 

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02

/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf


Move Applicants in Bulk
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Note: If you are bulk moving applicants into the same workflow state, use the top ‘Change for all applicants’ drop down menu. 

In this scenario, we are moving all four applicants into the workflow state ‘Determined Did Not Meet Min Quals’. You can see 

that once a workflow state is selected in the top drop down menu, all workflow states below auto update to mirror the selection.

Note: If you wanted to move an applicant 

into a separate workflow state, use the ‘New 

State’ drop-down menu next to their name. 

1. When ready, click 

Save Changes. 



Move Applicants in Bulk - Results
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Note: After you click Save Changes, you will be taken back to the Applicants tab 

within the posting. A system banner will appear across the top of the page letting 

you know that the selected applicants are in the transition process. 

Note: After you refresh the page, the number of ‘Active Applicants’ will 

decrease. In this example, the number dropped from 17 to 13 since 

‘Determined Did Not Meet Min Quals’ is an Inactive workflow state. 



Step 2: Move applicants who are not moving forward to 

an interview into ‘Not Selected’ or ‘Hold’ workflow states
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1. To move applicants in bulk, first 

check the boxes next to the names of 

the individuals you wish to transition. 

Note: Once the committee has completed their secondary application screen (using either an applicant 

rating sheet, applicant screening form, Yes, No Maybe form, or evaluative criteria), the Applicant 

Manger may go into the system and move applicants who are not moving forward to an interview into 

the ‘Application Reviewed, Hold’ or ‘Application Reviewed, Not Selected’ workflow states. 

2. Hover over the orange 

Actions button and select 

‘Move in Workflow’. 

Note: If the ‘Bulk: Move in Workflow’ option is missing, please see 

our training guide on how to get this option back, located here: 

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-

Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf


Move Applicants in Bulk
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Note: Applicants who are not progressing forward to a Semifinalist interview will need 

to be moved into the workflow state ‘Application Reviewed, Hold’ or ‘Application 

Reviewed, Not Selected’ with a brief rationale/explanation of why they are not moving 

forward. (See next slide for rationale detail recommendations) 

Note: If you are updating applicants into various workflow 

states, use the drop-down option next to each of their names. 

1. Seamus is being moved into ‘Application Reviewed, Not Selected’. ‘Not Selected’ 

is an inactive workflow state. Select a reason from the ‘Reason’ drop down menu, 

then fill in a brief rationale in the ‘Explanation’ box for why he is not moving forward. 

2. George is being moved into the ‘Application Review, Hold’ workflow state. Workflow 

states with ‘Hold’ in the name indicate that the committee is not releasing this applicant from 

the pool, but instead keeping them on hold in case one of their top choices drops out. ‘Hold’ 

workflow states are active workflow states. When you are finished, click ‘Save Changes’.



1. The rationale at this point 

can be very general. You may 

use the options from the drop 

down menu to explain why a 

candidate has or has not 

moved forward. 
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3. Must clearly demonstrate 

the decision making process 

for top candidate choice(s). 

Why is each candidate either 

offered a position, on hold, or 

no longer under consideration?

Note: As the search progresses and the 

applicant pool decreases, the rationale 

should increase, reflecting the decision 

making throughout the process.

2. Rationale must be more 

descriptive at this stage. Must 

identify why candidates rose 

above the rest to progress to 

an interview as well as why the 

other applicants are either on 

hold or are no longer under 

consideration. 



Move Applicants in Bulk – Results 
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Note: To sort/group applicants by their workflow 

states, click the up or down arrow above the 

‘Workflow State (Internal)’ column. You can 

sort/group any column using these arrows.

Note: We moved three applicants into ‘Application Reviewed, Hold’, 

and four into ‘Application Review, Not Selected’. Notice how the 

three on ‘Hold’ are still showing up under the Active applicants list.  



Note: Once the committee has decided who they would like to move forward to 

a Semifinalist interview, and those not moving forward have been transitioned 

into a ‘Hold’ or ‘Not Selected’ workflow state, the Applicant Manager may go 

into the system and ‘Bulk’ move the candidates who are moving forward. 
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Step 3: Move applicants progressing forward to a Semifinalist 

Interview into ‘Request Semifinalist Interview – EOC’ 

1. To move applicants in bulk, first 

check the boxes next to the names of 

the individuals you wish to transition. 

2. Hover over the orange Actions 

button and select ‘Move in Workflow’. 

Note: If the ‘Bulk: Move in Workflow’ option is 

missing, please see our training guide on how to 

get this option back, located here: 

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02

/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf


This applicant was a top scoring applicant based on the rating sheet. They received an 
unanimous 'Yes' from the committee. 
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Move Applicants in Bulk

Note: If the committee is only conducting one set of interviews, then applicants need to be moved directly 

into the workflow state ‘Request Finalist Interview - EOC’, skipping ‘Request Semifinalist Interview’.

1. Use the top drop down menu to change 

the workflow state for all applicants. 

2. Enter in rationale to indicate why the committee wishes to 

move these individuals forward to the Semifinalist interview. 

Once all rationale and workflow states have been entered and 

updated, click ‘Save Changes’ at the bottom of the page. 

Note: The workflow state selected and the rationale entered into 

the top ‘Change for all applicants’ section will subsequently update 

the workflow state and rationales for the candidates listed below. 



Move Applicants in Bulk - Results
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Note: Once the applicants have been transitioned into their new workflow states (‘Request Semifinalist Interview – EOC’), the EO 

Coordinator will need to go into the posting to review and approve the interview requests. 

Semifinalist interview requests only need to be reviewed and approved by the EO Coordinator. All finalist interview request are 

reviewed and approved by both your EO Coordinator and OEO. 

Whenever you see ‘- EOC’ or ‘- OEO’ at the end of a workflow state, this means this workflow state is ‘owned’ by these user groups. 

The Applicant Manager will not be able to make any further updates to those applicants in these workflow states until the request has 

been reviewed and approved by either the ‘EOC’ or ‘OEO’.  Once the EO Coordinator has approved the ‘Request Semifinalist 

Interview’  workflow state request, the Applicant Manager will receive an email from the system (see next slide for specific system email 

triggers). Applicants may not be contacted for interviews until the applicant workflow state reads ‘Approved for ______’. 



Moving applicants for EOC and OEO Review and Approval
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Email trigger sent to the EO Coordinator

Email trigger sent to the Applicant Manager

Email trigger sent to the Hiring Authority



Step 4: Move applicants who are and are not moving 

forward to a Finalist Interview 
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1. To move applicants in bulk, first 

check the boxes next to the names of 

the individuals you wish to transition. 

Note: After the EO Coordinator has approved the semifinalist interview request, the candidate 

workflow states will update to ‘Approved for Semifinalist Interview’. The Applicant Manager will 

receive a email from the system letting them know that their request has been approved.

After the committee conducts their semifinalist interviews, they will meet to discuss who they 

wish to bring to an on-site (on-campus), finalist interview. Committees typically select three 

individuals for finalist interviews but there can be more or less depending on the situation. 

Please note that Faculty searches with more than three finalists must receive approval from the 

Provost. Once the finalist decisions have been made, the Applicant Manager may transition 

those moving forward as well as those not moving forward into new workflow states. 

2. Hover over the orange Actions 

button and select ‘Move in Workflow’. 

Note: If the ‘Bulk: Move in Workflow’ option is missing, please see 

our training guide on how to get this option back, located here: 

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-

Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf


Move Applicants in Bulk
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Note: At this stage, rationale should specifically address how the applicants performed during their semifinalist 

interview. What about their performance is causing the committee to wish to pursue them or not? Because the 

rationale should be unique to the individual at this stage, avoid using the top ‘Change for all applicants’ option. 

1. Select the workflow state you wish to move the 

applicant into from the ‘New State’ drop down menu. 

2. Enter detailed rationale for why they are or are 

not moving forward in the search process.

3. When you have updated all the applicants, click 

‘Save Changes’ at the bottom of the page. 



Move Applicants in Bulk - Results
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Note: Once the applicants have been transitioned into their new workflow states, those in ‘Request 

Finalist Interview – EOC’ will need to be approved by both the EO Coordinator and OEO before 

the committee is able to move forward with scheduling interviews. The Applicant Manager will 

receive an email from the system once their request has been reviewed and approved by OEO. 



Step 5: Move the individual the department wishes to hire 

into the ‘Recommend for Hire - EOC’ workflow state.
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1. To move applicants in bulk, first 

check the boxes next to the names of 

the individuals you wish to transition. 

Note: After the finalist interviews, the committee will submit their hire recommendation to the 

Hiring Authority. Once the Hiring Authority has made their final hiring decision, the Applicant 

Manager will go into the system and move the selected individual(s) into ‘Recommend for 

Hire – EOC’. The Applicant Manager will also need to transition those not moving forward 

into a ‘Hold’, ‘Not Selected’, or ‘Recommend for Hire Alternate – EOC’ workflow state. 

2. Hover over the orange Actions 

button and select ‘Move in Workflow’. 

Note: If the ‘Bulk: Move in Workflow’ option is missing, please see 

our training guide on how to get this option back, located here: 

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-

Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2018/02/Bulk-Move-in-Workflow-Option-is-Missing.pdf


Move Applicants in Bulk
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Note: At this stage, rationale should be very detailed and specific. It should speak to how the candidates 

performed during their finalist interview, but more importantly, why or why not the candidate(s) is a choice 

for the position based on overall impression, skills, and how they meet the requirements of the job.

2. If a candidate is not moving forward, move 

them into ‘Finalist Interviewed, Not Selected’ 

or ‘Finalist Interviewed, Hold’ with rationale. 

1. Move the candidate you wish to hire 

into the workflow state ‘Recommend for 

Hire – EOC’ with detailed rationale. 

3. If the committee wishes to identify an alternate hire in 

case their top choice declines, move that candidate into 

‘Recommend for Hire Alternate – EOC’. Once this is 

approved - and should your top choice decline - OEO will 

be able to quickly approve your new hire request since the 

alternate request had already been previously approved. 

4. When you are finished, 

click ‘Save Changes’. 



Move Applicants in Bulk - Results
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Note: Once both your EO Coordinator and OEO have approved your Hire requests, the applicant workflow states will 

read ‘Approved Recommend for Hire’ and ‘Approved Recommend for Hire Alternate’ (if you selected an alternate). 

At this point a verbal offer, contingent on a successful background check, may be offered to the finalist. 

The Hiring Proposal may now be initiated by the Hiring Authority; for instructions on how to start a Hiring Proposal, 

please view the guide located here: https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2017/05/CSU-How-to-Initiate-and-

Complete-the-AP-Hiring-Proposal.pdf

https://oeo.colostate.edu/media/sites/144/2017/05/CSU-How-to-Initiate-and-Complete-the-AP-Hiring-Proposal.pdf


Email sent to Hiring Authority
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Note: Once an applicant has been 

moved into the workflow state 

‘Approved Recommend for Hire’, the 

Hiring Authority will receive an email 

from the system, alerting them that they 

may now initiate the Hiring Proposal. 



Email sent to Applicant Manager
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Note: The Applicant Manager will also receive 

an email from the system, alerting them that 

no further action is needed on their end. 



Top Choice Declined – Now What?
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The following steps demonstrate the process an Applicant Manager would need to take should a 

committee’s top choice decline their offer. 

I
V
E

Not Selected



Top Choice Declined, move to ‘Offered, Declined’ 
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Note: In this scenario, Hermione was approved for Hire. When the Hiring Authority offered her the job, she disclosed 

that she is choosing to stay in her current position and will not be accepting the offer. 

The Applicant Manager now needs to go in and update Hermione’s workflow state to ‘Offered, Declined’ with rationale. 

1. To move a single applicant into a new 

workflow state, click on their first name. 



Top Choice Declined, move to ‘Offered, Declined’
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1. Once your in their job application, hover over the ‘Take Action 

On Job Application’ button and select ‘Offered, Declined’. 

2. In the pop-up box, if provided, enter 

rationale for why the applicant is being 

transitioned into this new workflow state. 

3. Click Submit.

 



Top Choice Declined, move to ‘Offered, Declined’ - Result 
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Note: ‘Offered, Declined’ is an inactive workflow state. 



Top Choice Declined, moving to Alternate choice
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Note: Since the top choice declined the offer, the committee may now move forward with 

their second choice. In this scenario, Harry was already approved as an Alternate 

choice and can be found under ‘Active’ applicants. 

If the committee had not designated an Alternate choice by utilizing the ‘Recommend for 

Hire Alternate’ workflow state, they could continue the search process with any applicant 

in a ‘Hold’ workflow state. Most likely an applicant in ‘Finalist Interviewed, Hold’.

1. To move your second (alternative) choice into 

‘Recommend for Hire’, click on their first name. 



Top Choice Declined, moving to Alternate choice
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1. To move the candidate into ‘Recommend for Hire’, 

hover over the ‘Take Action On Job Application’ 

button, then select ‘Recommend for Hire – EOC’. 

2. Enter in rationale as to why this 

individual is being moved up to 

‘Recommend for Hire’. In this 

scenario, rationale can be brief since 

Harry was already approved by OEO 

as the committee’s Alternate choice. 

If this had been an individual moving 

up from ‘Finalist Interviewed, Hold’, 

OEO would want to see very detailed 

rationale as to why they are now 

being selected, especially if there are 

other candidates in the same ‘Finalist 

Interviewed, Hold’ workflow state.  3. Click Submit.



Top Choice Declined, moving to Alternate choice - Result
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Note: Once both the EO Coordinator and OEO have approved the new ‘Recommend for Hire’ request, the candidate will 

transition into the workflow state ‘Approved Recommend for Hire’. At this point the Hiring authority may verbally offer the 

position, contingent on a successful background check, to the candidate. The Hiring Proposal may also be started. 



Applicant wants to Withdraw their application – How?
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If an applicant wants to withdraw their application from consideration, there are two different processes 
Not Selected

that could be followed.

• The applicant may log into their account on the CSU Jobs website to withdraw themselves from 

consideration from the search. 

• Or, if an applicant reaches out to the committee stating that they no longer wish to be considered, the 

Applicant Manager can withdraw their application from consideration in the TMS. 

The following steps demonstrate both processes. 

I
V
E



Applicant reaches out to committee to withdraw their application
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Note: In this scenario, George has reached out to the search committee stating that he no longer 

wishes to be under consideration and would like to withdraw his application from the search. 

1. To withdraw George’s application, first navigate to the Applicants tab within the posting and click on their first name. 



Applicant reaches out to committee to withdraw their application
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1. From the Job Application page, hover over the orange ‘Take 

Action On Job Application’ drop down, and select ‘Withdrawn at 

Applicant’s Request (move to Withdrawn at Applicant’s Request)’. 

2. If a reason for withdrawing 

was provided by the applicant, 

include it in the ‘Explanation’ 

box then click ‘Submit’



Applicant reaches out to committee to withdraw their application
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Note: ‘Withdrawn at Applicant’s Request’ is an inactive workflow 

state. George will now appear under ‘Inactive’ applicants. 



Applicant withdraws themselves through their CSU Jobs account
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Note: An applicant has the ability to withdraw their own 

application from the CSU Jobs website at any time. 

1. Once logged in, the applicant will 

click on the ‘Your Applications’ tab.



Applicant withdraws themselves through their CSU Jobs 

account
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1. Once in the ‘Your Applications’ page, the applicant will 

select ‘Withdraw Application’ found under the status column. 

Note: An applicant’s ‘Status’ in the system will most always display as ‘Under Review 

by Dept/Committee’ when they are logged into their account on the CSU Jobs website. 

There are only a handful of ‘outward’ facing applicant workflow states: Draft, System 

Determined Did Not Meet Min Quals, Under Review by Dept/Committee, Withdrawn, 

Withdrawn at Applicants Request, Application Reactivated, Position Filled and Hired. 



Applicant withdraws themselves through their CSU Jobs 

account
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1. Once an applicant clicks ‘Withdraw Application’ they 

will be asked by the system to confirm their selection. 



Applicant withdraws themselves through their CSU Jobs 

account
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1. After selecting ‘Yes, withdraw my Application’ they will be taken back to 

the ‘Your Applications’ page where their status will update to ‘Withdrawn’ 



Applicant withdraws themselves through their CSU Jobs 

account
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Note: Once an applicant withdraws their application from their CSU Job’s 

website account, their workflow state will auto update in the system and 

they will be moved into the Inactive workflow state, ‘Withdrawn’.
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Need further help?

Please visit the OEO website for more 
resources on the CSU Talent Management 

System (TMS) at: 
www.oeo.colostate.edu/talent-

management-system-tms

For additional help, contact 
the Office of Equal Opportunity at:

(970) 491-5836
or

email OEO at oeo@colostate.edu

http://www.oeo.colostate.edu/talent-management-system-tms
mailto:oeo_main@mail.colostate.edu



